Recent advances in perovskite-sensitized photon upconversion via triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) in rubrene have yielded several unanswered questions about the underlying mechanism and processes occurring at the interface. In particular, the near-infrared perovskite emission is not significantly quenched and a rapid reversible photobleach of the upconverted emission can be observed under fairly low excitation densities of 3.2 mW/cm 2 . In this contribution, we investigate the perovskite/organic interface in more detail and conclude that non-covalent interactions between the organic layer and perovskite result in surface trap passivation. In addition, band bending results in a charge space region at the perovskite/rubrene interface, which precharges the rubrene interface with holes. Upon initial illumination, electrons can rapidly transfer to the excited triplet state of rubrene, followed by efficient TTA upconversion. As the device is continuously illuminated, the precharged holes are consumed and a new equilibrium is reached, resulting in the previously investigated steady-state upconversion efficiency.
The rich photophysical properties of lead halide perovskites have contributed to their unprecedented success in optoelectronics. High absorption cross sections, long carrier lifetimes and compositional bandgap tunability make them ideal candidates for use in a wide variety of optoelectronic devices. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] However, understanding the role of the interface between the perovskite absorber and organic hole or electron transport layers is critical for their successful application in photovoltaics (PVs), light emitting diodes (LEDs) and more recently, as triplet-sensitizers in photon upconversion (UC) devices.
The unique advantages of lead halide perovskite thin films, in particular, their high defecttolerance 7 and facile solution-processability may also prove to be their biggest disadvantage in low-cost device fabrication. To minimize costs, fully solution-processable devices are desirable, as these allow for mass production approaches like roll-to-roll printing or solvent-solvent extraction. However, it is still unclear in how far additional solution-based fabrication steps influence the underlying material properties.
We have previously reported bilayer UC devices consisting of a 100 nm methylammonium formamidinium lead triiodide (MAFAPbI3, MAFA) thin film as the triplet sensitizer and a subsequent solution-processed rubrene layer spin-coated on top of the perovskite. To increase the photoluminescence (PL) intensity, we doped the rubrene layer with 1% dibenzotetraphenylperiflanthene (DBP) to extend the singlet state lifetime by harvesting the singlet states before they can undergo the reverse process of singlet fission. [8] [9] [10] The UC process occurs through diffusion-mediated triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA), which relies on the electronic interaction of two spin-triplets in a spin-allowed process to yield a single higher energy emissive singlet state. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] We take advantage of the long-lived triplet states in rubrene to store the energy, and obtain sub-solar efficiency thresholds for near-infrared (NIR)-to-visible UC. 10 However, as sensitization of triplet states by bulk perovskites is an emerging field, the detailed photophysical properties of the upconverting bilayers are not well understood.
We have established: 9,10 i) trap filling in the perovskite layer and rubrene triplet sensitization are competing processes. ii) UC occurs through TTA, and the power dependence of the UC PL is directly linked to the underlying perovskite dynamics. iii) There is strong reabsorption of the singlet excited states by long-range resonance energy transfer and far-field reabsorption. iv) There are two independent rates of TTA resulting in emissive singlet states: rapid TTA and slow diffusion-mediated TTA, which change the UC PL quantum yield (QY) based on the triplet population.
Despite these recent advances, there are many open questions that must be addressed before the puzzle of the dominant mechanism in perovskite-sensitized upconversion can be considered as pieced together. A lack of obvious quenching of the NIR MAFA PL has been reported, 8 which is counterintuitive, as UC emission can clearly be observed, indicating that energy must have been transferred into the upconverting rubrene layer. Due to the low exciton-binding energy of the perovskite, 5 initially bound excitons rapidly decay into free carries and recombine via nongeminate pathways. The exact role of free carries vs. possible excitons is not well understood in the bilayer device. Questions arise whether an unexpected long-lived non-geminate bound electron-hole pair transferring to the rubrene through e.g. a surface trap state or a bound charge transfer state, or are free carriers transferring independently? A lack of triplet-charge annihilation (TCA) as shown by the magnetic field effect indicates that there are no freely diffusing holes in the bilayer device which undergo TCA, 8 but this effect does not exclude triplet sensitization by direct carrier injection into the triplet state. Further, no optical signature of a bound charge transfer state has been observed, however it cannot be ruled out at this time. There is no clear understanding of the role of potential long-lived surface trap states, as the native perovskite NIR PL dynamics in the presence of rubrene cannot be observed. Additionally, the subsequent solution-processed fabrication step has the potential to perturb the native perovskite properties, disallowing a direct comparison of the MAFA properties with those of the bilayer device.
In the following, we seek to investigate the effect of the additional solution-processed step on the underlying perovskite layer, as well as the influence of the interaction between the perovskite and an additional organic layer, to begin to shed light on the organic-inorganic/organic interface in these solid-state UC devices.
To distinguish between effects caused by the second spin-coating step using toluene as the solvent for rubrene/DBP, and interactions between the deposited organic layer and the MAFA thin film, we investigate the properties of the as-fabricated MAFA film, the bilayer MAFA/rub/DBP UC device and the following control samples: i) MAFA with toluene spin-coated on top (MAFA/toluene), ii) MAFA with only rubrene (MAFA/rub), iii) MAFA with only DBP (MAFA/DBP), and iv) MAFA with 9,10-diphenylanthracene coated on top (MAFA/DPA). The latter sample is an inert control not expected to be capable of efficient carrier extraction, as there is little driving force for hole transfer into the ground state of DPA and the triplet level is too high in energy for electron injection. 16 These samples were chosen to unravel the independent role of each component of the fabricated UC devices and to elucidate the underlying transfer processes. Figure 1a highlights the bilayer architecture of our devices. Figure 1b shows the molecular structures of the employed organic semiconductor (OSC) layers studied here: rubrene (pink), DBP (purple), and DPA (blue). Figure 1c depicts the expected absolute energy levels of the materials used. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] The devices are first characterized by absorbance and steady-state PL spectroscopy, as seen in Figure 1d . The absorption onset of MAFA is found at ~800 nm, corresponding to the expected optical bandgap of 1.55 eV for this composition. 22 While the additional fabrication step does not greatly influence the position of the perovskite absorption onset, it does appear to slightly affect the optical density of the films, indicating that the perovskite film may have been partially dissolved in the second spin-coating step. In addition, we observe a less sharp absorption onset, indicating scattering in the bilayer devices with a high concentration of organics added. As DBP is only poorly soluble in toluene thus, a thinner DBP layer is expected on top of the perovskite film, the scattering effect is not as pronounced as in the rubrene and DPA-based bilayers. A slight blue-shift of the MAFA emission wavelength (780 nm) of 2-3 nm can be observed upon secondary solution-processed deposition. In line with our previous observations, this indicates a slight shift of the underlying perovskite composition to a higher methylammonium concentration, as quantum-confined effects can be excluded. 8, 23, 24 To further investigate the influence of the solution-processing on the perovskite surface trap density and therefore the recombination dynamics, we investigate the power dependence of the MAFA emission. Due to the non-geminate nature of bimolecular free carrier recombination in perovskite thin films, a quadratic dependence of the NIR MAFA PL (l > 800 nm) vs. the incident power density is expected for carrier densities below n0≅10 17 . [25] [26] [27] [28] As we have shown previously, 10 this is only valid for thick perovskite films, which are only marginally influenced by the surface properties due to the small surface-to-volume ratio. As the films become thinner, the effects of surface traps become relevant, reducing the slope below the expected value of α = 2. Figure 2 highlights the power dependence of the MAFA PL on the incident power dependency for all devices. For the unaltered MAFA film, we determine a constant slope of α = 1.6, consistent with our previous report. 10 We obtain similar slopes in the range of α = 1.4 -1.6 for the organic semiconductor (DBP,DPA, rubrene and rub/DBP) coated MAFA films, with a saturation at higher incident power densities which has been attributed to band-filling and non-radiative Auger processes. 29 Interestingly, the toluene treated sample (MAFA/toluene) exhibits a different behavior. Here, a change from α = 1.0 to α = 1.4 can be observed. This has previously been observed in similar perovskite films 23 and indicates a power-dependent PL intensity due to rapid trap filling at low incident power densities and an increase in the PL QY at higher densities, above a threshold intensity at which a sufficient number of traps are filled. Although toluene is a known antisolvent for perovskite film fabrication, 30, 31 it slightly reduces the perovskite film thickness and increases the trap density. By adding organic molecules such as rubrene, DBP or DPA in the second solutionprocessed step some of these traps can be passivated which in turn can be seen in a recovery of the PL power dependence. Others have reported a chelation-like interaction between the delocalized π-system in rubrene and the methylammonium cations in the perovskite as the underlying cause of the passivation effect. 18, 32 Since organic molecules can only passivate surface traps, the slightly lower slope compared to the unaltered perovskite film may indicate the creation of additional bulk traps in the fabrication process.
To further confirm that the change in the PL power dependence is indeed due to rapid non-radiative recombination into perovskite surface trap states, which manifests in a reduction of the lifetime, we turn to time-resolved PL spectroscopy. Figure 3 shows the recombination dynamics under 780 nm excitation for the different samples at an average incident power density of 3.2 mW/cm 2 at a repetition rate of 31.25 kHz. The unaltered MAFA film shows a typical nearly monoexponential lifetime with a characteristic decay time of 100 ns. As expected for a sample with a higher trap density, we see a rapid quenching of the MAFA PL lifetime for the MAFA/toluene sample. In contrast, the MAFA/DPA PL lifetime is longer, indicating that the addition of the organic indeed passivates surface trap states introduced in the second fabrication step. Since charge extraction is not energetically favored, predominately effects of surface passivation should be seen due to noncovalent cation-π interactions. The MAFA/rub/DBP bilayer shows the previously observed dynamics: 8,10 initial quenching is followed by a long-lived tail due to delayed PL stemming from singlet back-transfer after TTA. The MAFA/rub bilayer shows the same general dynamics, but exhibits less of the long-lived tail due to less singlet back-transfer. This agrees with a reduced excited state singlet lifetime in the rubrene layer due to rapid singlet fission, and therefore less likely resonant energy transfer. 33 Lastly, MAFA/DBP exhibits a highly quenched lifetime. This can be explained by a combination of two effects: i) poor surface passivation due to the low solubility of DBP in toluene, and ii) favorable band alignment for hole extraction, yet a small energy barrier on the order of kT for the electron to the DBP triplet state. As a result, both the hole and electron could potentially be extracted to the triplet state. However, since TTA is not known to occur in DBP, no high-energy singlets are created. Table 1 depicts an overview of the extracted lifetimes for all devices. Due to the highly multiexponential behavior of the dynamics, we refrain from overfitting and rather report the characteristic time # $ % for the population to decay to 1/e. Thus far, we have been able to establish that the organic semiconductor layers passivate the perovskite surface trap states induced by the additional fabrication step due to non-covalent interactions.
In the following, we examine the perovskite-rubrene/DBP interface in more detail, and the effect of the interface on the UC properties. In particular, we seek to unravel the effect of free carriers and charge transfer at the interface and understand the consequences in the desired TTA-UC process. Ji et al. 34 have employed rubrene as a hole transport layer and thus, scrutinized the perovskite-rubrene interface in detail. Their results aid in the further understanding of the UC system presented here. Interactions between the rubrene layer and the perovskite result in an upward bending of the perovskite valence and conduction bands, consequently a downward bending of the rubrene highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). Charge transfer (hole transfer) slowly occurs at the interface in the dark to establish equilibrium conditions and results in the buildup of an electric potential at the interface creating a space charge region (Figures 4a and 4b) . The upward band bending of the perovskite bands facilitates hole transfer and can aid in the electron transfer processes required for triplet creation. The induced electric potential at the interface further explains the lack of TCA, as holes are attracted to the interface by electrostatic interactions and therefore are not likely to freely move through the rubrene layer (Figure 4b ). Electric field-effect passivation gives an additional cause for the lack of quenching observed in the MAFA/rub/DBP bilayer devices, even in presence of the triplet acceptor rubrene. 35 In the past, we have shown a rapid 'photobleach' of the UC PL over the course of several seconds of illumination (Figure 4c, purple box) , however, did not give a detailed reasoning for this effect and rather focused on the steady-state properties and the effect of the triplet population on the UC efficiency. 9 Based on an expected electric potential buildup in the space charge region, we propose that prior to illumination, the rubrene at the interface is 'precharged' with holes ( Figure 4b) , with an accumulation of negative charges at the perovskite interface. For simplicity, we omit charg accumulation at the interface of the inherently n-type MAFA in our schematics and rather highlight only the holes and electrons that transfer at the interface. As only electron transfer is still required upon initial excitation to sensitize the rubrene triplet state, this results in a high density of triplets at the interface. Hence, very rapid TTA can occur initially as very little triplet diffusion is required for two triplets to collide, and a higher UC PLQY (despite higher back-transfer closer to the interface) is observed at early times after illumination. This high UC efficiency tapers off into a steady-state at long times as the triplet sensitization is limited by slow charge transport in the perovskite to the interface. Without an external driving force (e.g. the induced electric field), there is no incentive for both charge carriers to rapidly diffuse to the perovskite/rubrene interface. As reported previously, the UC PL is dependent on the properties of the underlying MAFA PL. 10 We see a reduction in the MAFA PL intensity of about 75 % (Figure 4d) under the low average excitation fluence of 3.2 mW/cm 2 , which is mirrored in the UC PL (Figure 4c ) at longer times after equilibrium has been achieved (purple dashed lines).
Lastly, we investigate the time-scale build-up of this interfacial electric field. 36 After the first initial In conclusion, we have investigated the effect of solution-processed organic semiconductors on the PL dynamics of MAFA thin films and have found both effects due to surface passivation and field-effect passivation due to an induced electric field. Due to the band-alignment and bandbending caused by interactions between the rubrene layer and the perovskite film, holes slowly transfer to the rubrene layer in the dark to establish equilibrium. We propose that the rubrene is therefore 'precharged' with holes in the dark, resulting in rapid triplet sensitization upon initial illumination. As a result, we obtain a higher UC PLQY at early times, which decreases as the interface reaches a new equilibrium state under illumination. We further confirm our previous assumption of charge-transfer-based triplet sensitization. The upward band-bending of the perovskite bands furthermore allow a participation of surface states in the triplet sensitization process. However, our results do not indicate a purely trap-assisted mechanism, rather only confirm that non-geminate charge carriers result in triplet states. Our results hint that ion migration in the perovskite plays a role in the unusual UC properties of these bilayer devices, and this will be of interest for future studies. In this work, we have added another puzzle piece to the overall picture of perovskite-sensitized UC in rubrene and have been able to shed light on the perovskite/rubrene interface.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Device fabrication. Glass substrates were cleaned in 2% Hellmanex solution, water and ethanol by sonication. The substrates were then placed in an UV ozone plasma cleaner (Ossila) for 15 min. To obtain the power-dependent PL intensities, the 780 nm laser diode was used in continuous wave mode and the arriving photons were counted for 20s with an 800 nm long pass filter under various incident excitation powers. The PL intensities over 30 s were measured in T2 mode of the HydraHarp for the MAFA PL under pulsed 780 nm equipped with an 800 nm long pass filter, and for the UC PL under pulsed 780 nm excitation with a 600 ± 40 nm bandpass filter. The resulting photon arrival times were then histogrammed. A silicon power meter (Thorlabs PM100-D) was used to measure the power of the incident laser beam.
